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Abstract—When graph database users explore unfamiliar
graphs, potentially with heterogeneous structure, users may need
to find how two or more groups of nodes are connected in a graph,
even when users are not able to describe the connections. This
is only partially supported by existing query languages, which
allow searching for paths, but not for trees connecting three or
more node groups.

In this work, we formally show how to integrate connecting
tree patterns (CTPs, in short) with a graph query language
such as GPML [1], SPARQL or Cypher, leading to Extended
Queries (or EQs, in short). We then study a set of algorithms
for evaluating CTPs; we generalize prior keyword search work
to be complete, most importantly by (i) considering bidirectional
edge traversal, (ii) allowing users to select any score function
for ranking CTP results and (iii) returning all results. To cope
with very large search spaces, we propose efficient pruning
techniques and formally establish a large set of cases where our
best algorithm, MOLESP, is complete even with pruning. Our
experiments validate the performance of our algorithms on many
synthetic and real-world workloads.

Index Terms—Graph Queries, Graph Data Management, Key-
word Search on Graphs

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph databases are increasingly adopted in many applica-
tions, e.g., social network analysis, scientific data exploration,
the financial industry, etc. [2]. To query RDF graphs, the
W3C’s standard SPARQL [3] query language is the best
known. For property graphs (PG), the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) and International Electrotech-
nical Commission (IEC) are developing GQL, with the graph
pattern matching sub-language (GPML) [1] at its core.

An interesting but challenging graph query language feature
is reachability: a SPARQL 1.1 query can check, e.g., if
there are some bank transfer paths, along which Mr. Shady
eventually deposits funds into a given bank ABC. However,
SPARQL 1.1 does not allow returning the matching paths
to users. In contrast, a GPML query may also return the
paths between two given sets of nodes. This is useful in
investigative journalism applications [4], in the fight against
money laundering, etc.

Unfortunately, none of these languages natively support
finding trees, connecting three (or more) sets of nodes; this
feature can be very useful. For instance, when investigating
ill-acquired wealth, one may ask for “all connections between
Mr. Shady, bank company ABC, and the tax office of country
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DEF”: an answer to this query is a tree, connecting three nodes
corresponding to the person, bank, and tax office, respectively.

The above query has two parts: one structured, requir-
ing that Mr. Shady be a person, ABC be the name of a
bank and DEF that of a country, and an unstructured one,
searching for connections between the nodes designated by
the structured one. The unstructured part recalls keyword
search in (relational, RDF or XML) databases: users specify
m keywords, and request trees (or small graphs) connecting
tuples (or nodes) from the database, such that a tuple attribute
value (or node label) matches each keyword. Representative
keyword search works include, e.g., [5]–[14]. Finding such
trees is closely related to the Group Steiner Tree Problem
(GSTP), which, given m node sets, asks for the top-score,
e.g., fewest-edges, tree connecting one node from each set;
the problem is NP-hard. To cope with the high complexity,
existing keyword search algorithms: (i) consider a fixed score
function and leverage its properties to limit the search, (ii) pro-
pose approximate solutions, within a known distance from the
optimum, and/or (iii) implement heuristics with no guarantees,
but which perform well in some cases.

Requirements From our collaborations with investigative
journalists [4], [15], we identified some requirements. First,
(R1) graph query languages should allow returning trees that
connect m node sets, for some integer m ≥ 2; (R2) it must
be possible to search for connecting trees orthogonally to
(or, in conjunction with any) score function used to rank the
trees. This is because different graphs and applications are
best served by different scores, and when exploring a graph,
journalists need to experiment with several before they find
interesting patterns. In our example, if Mr. Shady is a citizen of
DEF and ABC has offices there, the smallest solution connects
them through the DEF country node; however, this is not
interesting to journalists. Instead, a connection through three
ABC accounts, sending money from DEF to Mr. Shady in
country GHI, is likely much more interesting. An orthogo-
nal requirement is (R3) to treat graphs as undirected when
searching for trees. For instance, the graph may contain “Mr.
Shady hasAccount−−−−−−→ acct1”, or, just as likely, “acct1

belongsTo−−−−−→
Mr. Shady”. We should not miss a connecting tree because
we “expected” an edge in a direction and it happens to be
in the opposite direction. Further, (R4) all answers must be
found for several reasons: (i) continuity with the semantics
of graph query languages, that also return all results (unless
users explicitly restrict them); (ii) to be able to score the



answers with the chosen function (recall R2). We call a tree
search algorithm supporting (R2)-(R4) complete. For practical
reasons, given the complexity, which is further exacerbated by
(R3), we need to be able to limit the search by a time and/or
space budget. Finally, (R5) our queries should be efficiently
executed, even when graphs are highly heterogeneous, as
in investigative journalism scenarios, where text, structured,
and/or semistructured sources are integrated together.
Contributions To address the above requirements, we make
the following contributions:

(1) We formally integrate Connecting Tree Patterns (CTPs,
in short) with conjunctive graph pattern queries, leading to
Extended Queries (EQs, in short). A CTP allows searching for
trees that connect m groups of nodes, for m ≥ 2; they can be
freely joined with graph patterns. This addresses requirements
(R1), (R2), and also (R3), since our CTP semantics returns
trees regardless of the edge directions (Sec. II).

(2) For complete CTP evaluation, we study a set of baseline
algorithms, and show that their performance suffers due to
repeated (wasted) work and/or the need to minimize the trees
they find; the GAM [15] algorithm is complete and more effi-
cient, but it does not scale in all cases. We introduce a powerful
Edge Set Pruning (ESP) technique, which significantly speeds
up the execution, but can lead to incompleteness. We then
bring two orthogonal modifications which, combined, lead
to our MOLESP algorithm, for which we formally establish
completeness for m ∈ {2, 3}, which are most frequent, as
well as for a large class of results for arbitrarily large m.
This addresses (R4) and contributes to (R5) (Sec. IV).

(3) We experimentally show that: (i) baseline algorithms
inspired from breadth-first search are unfeasible even for small
graphs; (ii) MOLESP strongly outperforms the prior complete
GAM algorithm [15]; (iii) integrating MOLESP with a simple
conjunctive graph query engine allows to efficiently evaluate
extended queries (Sec. V).

II. EXTENDED QUERIES (EQS)

We present connection search as a novel query primitive,
and show how it integrates in GPML [1] graph querying.

Definition II.1 (Graph). A graph is defined as a tuple
G = (N,E, ρ, λ, π), where N consists of a finite set of node
identifiers, E is a finite set of edge identifiers, ρ: E→ (N×N)
is a function mapping edges to ordered pairs of nodes, λ:
(N ∪ E) → 2L is a function mapping nodes and edges to a
set of labels, L and π: (N∪E)×P ⇀ V al is a partial function
assigning values from V al to node and edge properties (P).

Fig. 1 introduces a sample graph, assigning an integer ID
and label to each node and edge. We will refer to nodes as
n1, n2, etc., e.g., n1 is the node whose ID is 1 and label is
OrgB, and similarly to edges as e1, e2, etc.
GPML graph querying Let V be a set of variable names,
and Ω={=,<,≤} be a set of comparison operators, used to
express patterns over nodes or edges. At the core of GPML
are path patterns (PPs, in short), such as the following:

MATCH (v: Alice WHERE v.τ=entrepreneur)−[e: citizenOf]→
(w WHERE w.τ=country)

1.OrgB
(company)

2.Bob
(entrepreneur)

3.Alice
(entrepreneur)

4.Carole
(entrepreneur)

5.OrgA
(company)

6.Doug
(entrepreneur)

7.OrgC
(company)

8.France
(country)

9.Elon
(politician)

10.USA
(country)

11.“National
Liberal Party”

12.Falcon
(politician)

1.founded

2.
in

ve
sts

In

3.parentOf
4.locatedIn

5.citizenOf

6.citizenOf

7.founded

8.CEO 9.investsIn

10.founded

11.parentOf

12.citizenOf

13.citizenOf

14.citizenO
f

15.locatedIn

16.affiliation

17.funds

18.affiliation

19.investsIn

20.citizenOf

Fig. 1: Sample data graph.

The above PP has two node patterns: (v: Alice WHERE

v.τ=entrepreneur) and (w WHERE w.τ=country), specifying
the conditions on, respectively, the start and the end points of
the edge pattern −[e: citizenOf]→. The source node pattern
is satisfied by the node n3 in our example graph, while the
target node pattern is satisfied by the nodes n8 and n10. The
edge pattern is satisfied by the edges e5, e6, e12, e13, e14 and
e20 as all of them have the label citizenOf . Together, the PP
is satisfied by only the edge n3

e14−−→ n8.
PPs may use path variables, which are bound to whole

paths. For example, in the PP MATCH p = (x)−[y: founded]→
(z)←[u: investsIn]− (v), one of the bindings is as follows: p
matches the path n4

e10−−→ n7
e9←− n6, x matches n4, y matches

e10, z matches n7, u matches e9 and v matches n6.
GPML also supports regular path queries (RPs, in short).

For example, MATCH p = (x) −[y: founded]→∗(z) matches
all paths of 0 or more edges labeled founded. Infinitely
many paths (even cyclic ones) may match an RP. To ensure
finite results, GPML provides restrictors, namely: TRAIL (no
repeated edges), ACYCLIC (no repeated nodes) and SIMPLE
(no repeated nodes except that it could be a loop). If no
restrictor is used, GPML mandates limiting RP results through
a selector, e.g., ANY k for at most k results. A GPML graph
pattern (GP, in short) is a set of several PPs such that each
PP shares a variable with at least one other PP.

GPML generalizes both RDF query languages such as
SPARQL 1.1 and property graph query languages such as
Cypher; significantly, GPML allows binding variables to paths
and thus returning them. However, it does not allow searching
for arbitrary connections between more than two variables.

Extending GPML: Connecting Tree Patterns To extend
GPML’s expressive power, we introduce:

Definition II.2 (CT Pattern). A connecting tree pattern (CTP,
in short) is a tuple of m+1 distinct variables of the form:
(v1, v2, . . . , vm, vm+1). Intuitively, CTPs extend the path pat-
terns by enabling connectivity search between more than 2
nodes, as follows. When replacing each vi, 1≤i≤m with
a graph node, vm+1 is bound to a subtree of G, having
these nodes as leaves (we formalize this below). To visually



distinguish the last variable in a CTP, we always underline it.
For example, consider the CTP (x, y, z, w); on replacing

x with n3, y with n9 and z with n12, one subtree bound to
w is the tree tα consisting of the edges n3

e17−−→ n11
e16←−−

n9, n11
e18←−− n12. Tree tα is one connection between the three

nodes, via n11.
We extend GPML to allow CTPs alongside GPs:

Definition II.3 (Extended query). An extended query Q is a
set of k GPs, k ≥ 0, and l CTPs, l ≥ 0, such that k+l > 0, the
variables in the GPs are pairwise disjoint, and each underlined
(last) variable from a CTP appears exactly once in Q.

Below, we simply use “query” to designate an extended one.
A sample query Q1, of three GPs and one CTP, is:
MATCH

(x WHERE x.τ = entrepreneur)−[a: citizenOf]→ (b: USA),
(y WHERE y.τ = entrepreneur)−[c: citizenOf]→ (d: France),
(z WHERE z.τ = politician)−[e: citizenOf]→ (f : France),
(x, y, z, w)

asks: “What are the connections w between some American
entrepreneur x, some French entrepreneur y, and some French
politician z?” We denote the CTP of this query by g1.

Definition II.4 (Set-based CTP result). Let
g = (v1, . . . , vm, vm+1) be a CTP pattern and S1, . . . , Sm

be sets of G nodes, called seed sets. The result of g based
on S1, . . . , Sm, denoted g(S1, . . . , Sm), is the set of all
(s1, . . . , sm, t) tuples such that s1∈S1, . . ., sm∈Sm and t is
a minimal subtree (thus, acyclic) of G containing the nodes
s1, . . . , sm. By minimal, we mean that (i) removing any edge
from t disconnects it and/or removes some si from t, and
(ii) t contains only one node from each Si.

Minimality condition (ii) follows from application require-
ments, e.g., a minimal connection between a person and a
company should not include other companies. If connections
between more people and companies are sought, they can be
obtained by joining more CTPs and/or GPs.

In Fig. 1, let S1={n2, n4} (US entrepreneurs), S2={n3, n6}
(French entrepreneurs), and S3={n9, n12} (French politi-
cians). Then, g1(S1, S2, S3) includes (n4, n6, n12, tβ) where
the tree tβ consists of the edges n4

e10−−→ n7
e9←− n6, n7

e19←−−
n12, also denoted by {e10, e9, e19} for brevity. Another result
of this CTP is (n2, n3, n9, tγ), with tγ = {e1, e2, e17, e16}.
This result only exists because Def. II.4 allows trees to span
over G edges regardless of the edge direction. Had it required
directed trees, tγ would not qualify, since none of its nodes
can reach the others through unidirectional paths.

The above definition allows arbitrary seed sets, in particular,
an Si can be N, the set of all graph nodes (Sec. V-E2). We
adjust Def. II.4 to allow a connecting tree to have any number
of nodes from those seed sets equal to N (otherwise, only
1-node trees would appear in results).

The semantics of a PP [1] is a table, associating to each
variable v a graph node, edge, or path, which, together, satisfy
the PP. The semantics of a GP is the natural join of its PP
results, e.g., the variables in the GPs of Q1 are bound to:

GPML Graph Pattern Matching Language [1]
PP Path patterns [1]
RP Regular path query [1]
GP GPML graph pattern [1]
CTP Connecting tree pattern (Def. II.2)
EQ Extended query (Def. II.3)
BFT Breadth-first tree search algorithm

(Sec. IV-A)
GAM Grow and aggressive merge algorithm

(Sec. IV-B)
BFT-M, BFT-
AM

Breadth-first tree search variants with
MERGE (Sec. IV-C)

ESP Edge set pruning technique, and the
GAM+ESP algorithm (Sec. IV-D)

MoESP Merge-oriented GAM with ESP (Sec. IV-E)
LESP GAM with limited edge-set pruning

(Sec. IV-F)

TABLE I: Acronyms and notations used in this work

1 2

a

b

3

a

b

4

a

b

. . . N N + 1

a

b
Fig. 2: Sample “chain” graph.

x y z a b c d e f

n4 n6 n12 e6 n10 e13 n8 e20 n8

EQ semantics is defined by joining the GP semantics with
the CTP set-based semantics, leading to a direct evaluation
strategy as follows. Assume that evaluating all the GPs in the
EQ, and joining their results, leads to a table of bindings as
above, where each node variable vi is successively bound to a
set of nodes; call that set Si. This provides seed sets for each
of the CTPs in the EQ, whose set-based results can thus be
computed (Def. II.4). The EQ result is obtained as the natural
join of all the GP and CTP results, on their shared variables.
In our example, GP semantics provide S1={n4}, S2={n6}
and S3={n12} to the CTP; CTP evaluation binds w to the
tree having the edges n4

e10−−→ n7
e9←− n6, n7

e19←−− n12; the EQ
semantics extends the above table with the binding of w. This
evaluation strategy pushes (applies) all possible GP conditions
on the CTP node variables prior to CTP evaluation.
Restricting CTP results A CTP can have a very large number
of results, as illustrated by the graph in Fig. 2: if v1 is bound
to the node labelled “1” and v2 to the node labelled “N+1”,
the CTP (v1, v2, v3) has 2N solutions, or 2|E|/2, which grows
exponentially in |E|, the number of graph edges. Observe that
if we allowed only unidirectional paths, there would be only
N +1 results, rooted at each node. This shows that matching
CTPs regardless of the edge direction may drastically increase
the number of CTP results, and also the number of partial trees
to explore before finding the results. In such cases, complete
CTP result computation may be unfeasible. To control the
amount of effort spent evaluating CTPs, similarly to GPML’s
restrictors, one may specify: that all paths must go from a
CTP result root to its leaves (unidirection paths, through the
keyword UNI); that only a fixed set of labels (LABEL a1, a2, . . .)
are allowed on the edges in a CTP result. We also extend the



(non-deterministic) GPML selector ANY k to a CTP, specifying
that any k results can be returned; finally, TIMEOUT T stops
execution and returns the results found after T milliseconds.

A CTP may be associted a score function σ, assigning to
each result tree t a real number σ(t) (the higher, the better).
Specifying (for a given CTP or for the whole query) SCORE
σ [TOP k] means that the results of each CTP must be scored
using σ, and the scores included in the query result. If TOP k

is used, only the k highest-score trees are returned.
Since the GPs can be evaluated by any conjunctive graph

query evaluation engine, in the remainder of the paper, we fo-
cus on efficient evaluation of set-based CTP results (Def. II.4).
Table I recaps all the notations used in the paper.

III. CTPS COMPARED TO EXISTING LANGUAGES

We now discuss how close existing graph query languages
come to allowing their users to ask for connection between
several seed sets, in the spirit of CTPs. First, observe that
languages such as SPARQL or CRPQs [16], [17], that do not
allow returning a path of unspecified length, cannot be used.

Other languages, e.g., the JEDI extension of SPARQL [18],
G-CORE [19], or GPML [1], allow returning such paths. To
see how close this comes to CTPs, assume a GQL query
identifies two seed sets S1, S2, and asks for all acyclic paths
between a node from S1 and one from S2. Some such paths
may not be results of a CTP with the seed sets S1 and
S2: a path going from s1∈S1 through s′1∈S1 to s2∈S2

violates minimality condition (ii) from Def. II.4. To ensure
this minimality, we should check that each path has exactly
one node from S1 (at one end), but not more, and similarly
for S2. Depending on the language syntax, this may be more
or less easy to express.

Next, consider a CTP g′′=(v1, v2, v3, v4) and three seed sets
S1, S2, S3 (the discussion is similar for more seed sets). In
GPML, we can use three path patterns going from a common
variable r, to a node from S1, one from S2 and one from S3,
respectively, to obtain triplets of paths joined on a common
node matching r. We call this approach for finding connections
among the seed sets, path stitching. Clearly, each of its
results needs to be filtered for minimality, as explained above.
However, path stitching results for three or more seed sets
differ even more from g′′(S1, S2, S3) [20], [21]: (i) for each
n-nodes tree in g′′(S1, S2, S3), path stitching produces n trees
(with the same edges, but different roots); deduplication based
on the set of edges is then needed; (ii) if a path from r
to s1 shares nodes or even edges with a path from r to s2
and/or the one from r to s3, the join of these paths is not a
tree, but a graph, from which one or several CTP results may
be extracted. This is a second, independent reason why trees
obtained through path stitching must be globally deduplicated.

As our experiments show (Sec. V-E), even ignoring dedu-
plication and minimization, path stitching is outperformed by
our algorithms, where result tree minimality is built-in.

Finally, note that while our CTPs have the core restric-
tors useful in our application scenarios, languages such as
Cypher [22], G-CORE [19], GPML [1] provide more controls

over: edge direction, presence of cycles, allowed edge labels,
path length etc. One could adapt them to CTPs, with the
semantics that they should apply on each path in a CTP result.

IV. COMPUTING SET-BASED CTP RESULTS

We aim to find all the minimal subtrees with exactly one
node (or seed) from each Si, limited only by the time and
memory allowed to the search. As we detail in Sec. VI, most
current algorithms require a regular graph structure, and/or
find only one, or few subtrees, those minimizing (or k-optimal
w.r.t.) a fixed score function. Below, Sec. IV-A to IV-C recall
existing algorithms which find all results. In Sec. IV-D to IV-G,
we propose novel algorithms, much more efficient, but which
may, in worst-case scenarios, lead to missing certain results.
Sec. IV-H shows how restrictors, selectors and score functions
can be injected in our algorithms. We briefly discuss how to
handle the special case of very large seed sets, in Sec. IV-I.
Observation 1. Let us call leaf any node in a tree that is
adjacent to exactly one edge. It is easy to see that in each
CTP result, every leaf node is a seed. Clearly, the converse
does not hold: in a result, some seeds may be internal nodes.
We denote by sat(t) the node sets from which t has a seed.
Observation 2. When users limit the search time and/or
number of desired results, it is reasonable to return at least
the smallest-size ones, given that smaller trees are favored
by many score functions (see Sec. VI). However, we do not
assume “smaller is always better”: that is for the score function
σ to decide. Nor do we require users to specify a maximum
result size, which may be hard for them to guess. Rather, we
investigate algorithms that find as many results as possible, as
fast as possible, while also leveraging restrictors and selectors
(when specified) to reduce the evaluation effort.
A. Simple Breadth-First algorithm (BFT)

A natural approach to find trees connecting seed sets is
to explore the graph in breadth-first (BF) mode starting from
each seed; when search paths starting from one seed of each
set meet, a result is found. This approach has been taken by
many non-complete algorithms, e.g., [7] [9] [23] and others,
which also use score-based heuristics to limit the search.
Independent of a score and aiming for completeness, we devise
the following simple algorithm, which we call BFT. Start by
creating a generation of trees T0, containing a one-node tree,
denoted INIT (n), for each seed node n ∈ S1∪ . . .∪Sm. Then,
from each generation Ti, build the trees Ti+1, by “growing”
each tree t in Ti, successively, with every edge (n, n′) adjacent
to one of its nodes n ∈ t, such that:

• (GROW1): n′ is not already in t, and
• (GROW2): n′ is not a seed from a set Sj ∈ sat(t).
Condition (GROW1) ensures we only build trees. (GROW2)

enforces the CTP result minimality condition (ii) (Def. II.4).
As trees grow from their original seed, they can include more
seeds. When a tree has a seed from each set, it must be
minimized, by removing all edges that do not lead to a seed,
before reporting it in the result. For instance, with the seed sets
{n2} and {n4} on the graph in Fig. 1, starting from n2, BFT



may build {e5, e4}, then {e5, e4, e6} before realizing that e4 is
useless, and removing it through minimization. Minimization
slows BFT down, as we experimentally show in Sec. V-D1.
BFT can build a tree in multiple ways; to avoid duplicate
work, any tree built during the search must be stored, and
each new tree is checked against this memory of the search.

It is easy to see that BFT is complete, i.e., given enough
time and memory, it finds all CTP results.

B. GAM algorithm

The GAM (Grow and Aggressive Merge) algorithm has
been introduced recently [15], reusing some ideas from [9].
Unlike BFT that views a tree as a set of edges, GAM
distinguishes one root node in each tree it builds. GAM inserts
in a priority queue GROW opportunities, as (tree, edge) pairs
such that the tree could grow from its root with that edge.
Any priority can be used in the queue to choose a desired
exploration order without affecting the results.

GAM also starts from the set of INIT trees built from the
seed sets. Next, it inserts in the priority queue all (t, e) pairs
for some INIT tree t and edge e adjacent to the root (only
node) of t, satisfying the conditions (GROW1) and (GROW2)
introduced in Sec. IV-A. GAM then repeats the following, until
no new trees can be built, or a time-out is reached:

1) (GROW): Pop a highest-priority (t, e) pair from the
queue, where e connects t.root to n′, and build the tree
ti having the edges of t as well as e, and rooted in n′.

2) (MERGE): For any tree tii already built, such that:
• (MERGE1): tii has the same root as ti, and no other

node in common with ti; and
• (MERGE2): sat(ti)∩ sat(tii)= ∅,

take the following steps:
a) Build tiii, a tree having the edges of ti and those

of tii, and the same root as ti and tii;
b) Immediately MERGE tiii with all qualifying trees

(see conditions MERGE1, MERGE2), and again
merge the resulting trees etc., until no more
MERGE are possible;

3) For each tree tiv built via GROW or MERGE as above:
(i) if tiv has a seed from each set, report it as a result;
(ii) otherwise, push in the priority queue all (tiv, eiv)
pairs such that eiv is adjacent to the (only) root node of
tiv , satisfying the conditions (GROW1) and (GROW2).

Property 1 (GAM completeness). The GAM algorithm is
complete.

Property 2 (GAM result minimality). By construction, each
result tree built by GAM is minimal (in the sense of Def. II.4).

Thus, GAM does not need to minimize the results it finds.

Search space exploration order Unlike BFT, GAM does
not build trees in the strictly increasing order of their size;
MERGE may build large trees before other, smaller trees. The
order in which GAM enumerates trees is determined, first, by
the priority of the queue with (t, e) entries, and second, by
the available MERGE opportunities. In this work, to remain

compatible with any score function, we study search
algorithms regardless of (orthogonally to) the search order.

GAM may also build a tree in multiple ways. Formally:

Definition IV.1 (Tree with provenance). A tree with prove-
nance (or provenance, in short) is a formula of one of the
forms below, together with a node called the provenance root:

1) INIT (n) where n is a seed; the root of such a provenance
is n itself;

2) GROW (t, e) where t is a provenance, its root is n0, e is
an edge going from n0 to n1 and n1 does not appear in
t; in this case, n1 is the root of the GROW provenance;

3) MERGE (t1, t2), where t1 and t2 are provenances, rooted
in n1=n2; in this case, n1 is the root of the MERGE
provenance.

We call rooted tree a set of edges that, together, form a tree,
together with one distinguished root node. GAM may build
several provenances for the same rooted tree, e.g., MERGE
(MERGE (t1, t2),t3) and MERGE (t2,MERGE (t1, t3)), for some
trees t1, t2, t3. The interest of a tree as part of a possible result
does not depend on its provenance. Therefore, GAM discards
all but the first provenance built for a given rooted tree.

C. BFT variants with MERGE

The MERGE operation can also be injected in the BFT
algorithm to allow it to build some larger trees before all the
smaller trees have been enumerated. We study two variants:
BFT-M merges each new tree resulting from GROW with all
partners having only one common node and no common edges
(Step (2a) in Sec. IV-B), but does not apply MERGE on top
of these MERGE results; in contrast, BFT-AM applies both
Step (2a) and Step (2b) to aggressively merge. BFT-M and
BFT-AM are obviously complete. Like BFT, they still need to
minimize a potential result before reporting it. This is because
BFT algorithms grow trees from any of their nodes, thus may
add edges on one side of one seed node, which later turn to
be useless. GAM avoids this by growing only from the root.

D. Edge set pruning and ESP algorithm

GAM may build several rooted trees for the same set of
edges. For example, on the graph in Fig. 3 with the seeds {B},
{C}, denoting a rooted tree by its edges and underlining
the root, successive GROW from B lead to B-3-C, GROW’s
from C lead to B-3-C, and MERGE of two GROW provenances,
B-3 and 3-C yields B-3-C. However, the root is meaningless
in a CTP result, which is simply a set of edges. We introduce:

Definition IV.2 (Edge set). An edge set is a set of edges that,
together, form a tree such that at most 1 leaf is not a seed.

A result is a particular case of edge set, where all leaves
are seeds (recall Observation 1).

As GAM builds several rooted trees for an edge set, it
repeats some effort: we only need to find each result once.
This leads to the following pruning idea:

Definition IV.3 (Edge-set pruning (ESP)). The ESP pruning
technique during GAM consists of discarding any provenance
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t1 whose edge set is non-empty, such that another provenance
t0, for the same edge set, had been created previously.

We will call ESP, in short, the GAM algorithm (Sec. IV-B)
enhanced with ESP. As we will show, ESP significantly
speeds up GAM execution. However, ESP compromises
completeness for some graphs, seed sets, and execution or-
ders. That is: depending on the order in which trees are built,
the first (and only, due to ESP) provenance for a given edge
set may prevent the algorithm from finding some results.

For instance, on the graph in Fig. 3, with the seed sets
S1={A}, S2={B}, S3={C}, a possible GAM execution is:

1) Initial trees: A, B, C.
2) A set of GROW lead to these trees: A–1, B–2, B–3, C–3.
3) B-3 and C-3 merge into B-3-C.
4) GROW on A-1 leads to A-1-2, which immediately

merges with B-2, forming A-1-2-B.
5) After this point:

• If the tree A-1-2-B is built, for instance by GROW
on A-1-2, ESP discards it since A-1-2-B was found
in step (4). Lacking A-1-2-B, we cannot GROW over
it to build the result provenance A-1-2-B-3-C. Nor
can we build the result provenance MERGE (A-1-2-
B, B-3-C).

• By a similar reasoning, when B-3-C is built, it is
discarded by ESP, preventing the construction of of
A-1-2-B-3-C.

Thus, no result is found.
Note that with a favorable execution order, the CTP result

would be found. For instance, from A, B, C, ESP could build:
1) By repeated GROW’s: A–1, A-1-2, A-1-2-B, C-3, C-3-B
2) MERGE (A-1-2-B, C-3-B) is a provenance for the result.
This raises the question: can we pick a GAM execution

order that would ensure completeness, even when using ESP?
Intuitively, the order should ensure that for each result r,
a provenance pr is certainly built, which requires that at
every sub-expression e of pr, over an edge set es, the first
provenance pes we find for es is rooted in a node that allows
to build on e until pr. Thus, the decisions made up to building
pes would need to have a “look-ahead” knowledge of the
future of the search, which is clearly not possible. In the
above example, the “bad” order builds A-1-2-B first, instead of
the favorable A-1-2-B. However, when exploring these three
edges, we cannot “pre-determine” the best provenance for
es. Recall also from Sec. IV-B that different orders may be
suited for partial exploration with different score functions.
In a conservative way, we consider an algorithm incomplete
when for some “bad” execution order it may miss results.

ESP finds some answers for any execution order:
Property 3 (2-seed sets ESP completeness). Let t be a result
of a CTP with 2 seed sets. Then, t is guaranteed by ESP.

Here and throughout this paper, guaranteed, for a rooted
tree or an edge set, means that at least one provenance for it
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Fig. 4: Sample graph for MoESP discussion.

is built; the first is not pruned by ESP. This and other proofs
of our claims can be found in our technical report [24].

CTP with two seed sets (path queries) are frequent in
practice; on these, GAM [15] and ESP are comparable, and
we experimentally show the latter is much more efficient.
Next, we refine our algorithms to extend our completeness
guarantees.
E. MoESP algorithm

We now introduce an algorithmic variant called Merge-
oriented ESP, or MoESP, which finds many (but not all) CTP
results for arbitrary numbers of seed sets.

MoESP works like ESP, but it creates more trees. Whenever
GROW or MERGE produces a provenance t having strictly
more seeds than any of its (one or two) children, the algorithm
builds from t all the so-called MoESP trees t′ such that:

• t′ has the same edges (and nodes) as t, but
• t′ is rooted in a seed node, distinct from the root of t.
The provenance of any such t′ is denoted MO (t, r) where

MO is new symbol and r is the root of t′. Within MoESP,
MERGE is allowed on MoESP trees, but not GROW. More
generally, GROW is disabled on any tree whose provenance
includes MO as our MOESP completeness guarantees (Prop.
5) do not rely on GROW over such trees.

Clearly, MoESP builds a strict superset of the rooted trees
created by ESP (thus, it finds all results of ESP). It also finds
the result in Fig. 3. Namely, after creating A, B, C:

1) GROW leads to the trees: A–1, B–2, B–3, C–3.
2) B-3 and C-3 merge into B-3-C. MoESP trees are added

at this point: B-3-C and B-3-C.
3) GROW on A-1 leads to A-1-2, which merges with B-2,

into A-1-2-B. We similarly get A-1-2-B and A-1-2-B.
4) A-1-2-B merges with B-3-C, leading to the result.
We now generalize the example by establishing complete-

ness guarantees for MoESP.

Definition IV.4 (Simple and p-simple edge set). A simple edge
set is an edge set (Def. IV.2) where each leaf is a seed and
no internal (non-leaf) node is a seed. A simple edge set is
p-simple, for some integer p, if it has at most p leaves.

For instance, on the sample graph in Fig. 4, and the 6 seed
sets {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, {F}, 2-simple edge sets are:
A-4-D, shown in red; A-1-2-B, shown in blue; B-8-F, etc.

Definition IV.5 (Simple tree decomposition of a solution). Let
t be a CTP result. A simple tree decomposition of t, denoted
θ(t), is a set of simple edge sets which (i) are a partition of
the edges of t and (ii) may share (leaf) nodes with each other.

For instance, in Fig. 4, the red, blue, and violet edges,
together, form a result for the 6-seed sets CTP. A simple tree
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decomposition of this solution is: {A-4-D, A-1-2-B, B-7-E, B-
8-F, B-3-C}. A tree t has a unique simple tree decomposition.

Definition IV.6 (p-piecewise simple solution). A result t is p-
piecewise simple (pps, in short), for some integer p, if every
edge set in the simple tree decomposition is p-simple.

The sample result above in Fig. 4 is 2ps, since its simple tree
decomposition only contains 2-simple edge sets. The following
important MOESP property guarantees it is found:
Property 4 (MoESP finds 2-piecewise simple solutions). For
any number of seed sets m, MoESP is guaranteed to find any
2-piecewise simple result.

For a CTP with any number m of seed sets, a path result is
one in which no node has more than two adjacent edges. In a
path result, the two ends of the paths are seeds, while internal
nodes may be seeds, or not. Thus, any path result is 2ps. It
follows then, as a direct consequence of Prop. 4:
Property 5 (MoESP finds all path results). For any CTP,
MoESP finds all the path results.

However, outside 2ps results, MoESP may still fail. For
instance, consider the graph in Fig. 5, and the seed sets
{A}, {B}, {C}. The only result here is 3-simple. A possible
MoESP execution order is:

1) Starting from A, B, C, GROW produces A–1, B–2, C–3;
2) B–2–x, followed by B–2–x–3, which merges with C-

3 into B–2–x–3–C, leading also to B–2–x–3–C and
B–2–x–3–C.

3) B-2–x-1 which merges with A-1, leading to B-2-x-1-A
and similar trees rooted in B and A.

4) GROW produces A-1-x. ESP discards the MERGE of A-
1-x with B–2–x, due to the rooted tree built at step (3),
over the same set of edges.

5) A–1–x–3 is built, then MERGE with C-3 creates
A–1–x–3–C, and similar trees rooted in A and C.

6) GROW produces C-3-x. ESP discards the merges of C-
3-x with A-1-x due to the 3-rooted tree built at step (5)
and with B–2–x due to the 3-rooted tree built at step (2).

7) At this point, we have trees with two seeds, rooted in
1, 3, A, B and C. GROW on any of them is impossible,
because they already contain all the edges adjacent to
their roots. There are no MERGE possibilities on their
roots, either. Thus, the search fails to find a result.

At steps (4) and (6), ESP is “short-sighted”: it prevents the
construction of trees necessary for finding the result. Next, we
present another optimization which prevents such errors.
F. LESP algorithm

The Limited Edge-Set Pruning (LESP, in short) works like
ESP (Sec. IV-D), but it limits edge-set pruning, as follows.

• We assign to each node n, and maintain during LESP
execution, a seed signature ssn, indicating the seed sets

Algorithm 1: MOLESP(G, seed sets (S1 . . . , Sm))
Output: Set of results, Res

1 Priority queue PrioQ← new priority queue;
2 History Hist ← new set of edge sets;
3 foreach Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
4 foreach nj

i ∈ Si do
5 tji ← INIT (nj

i ); PROCESSTREE(tji );
6 end
7 end
8 while PrioQ is not empty do
9 (t, e)← poll(PrioQ); t′ ← GROW (t, e);

10 Update ssroot(t′); PROCESSTREE(t′);
11 end

Algorithm 2: Procedure PROCESSTREE(provenance t)
1 if ISNEW(t) then
2 Add t to Hist ;
3 if ISRESULT(t) then
4 Add t to Res;
5 end
6 else
7 RECORDFORMERGE(t);
8 if t is not a MoESP tree then
9 for edge e ∈ adjacentEdges(t.root) do

10 if hasNotBeenInQueue(t, e) then
11 Add (t, e) to PrioQ;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 end

Si, 1≤i≤ m, such that a rooted path has been built from
a seed si∈Si, to n, since execution started. For any seed
s∈Si, the signature sss is initialized with a 1 at each j
such that s∈Sj (s may belong to several seed sets), and
0 in the remaining positions. For a non-seed n, initially
ssn=0; the i-th bit is set to 1 when node n is reached
by the first rooted path from a seed in Si.

• Prevent ESP from discarding a MERGE tree rooted in n
such that: (i) there are at least 3 bits set to 1 in ssn; and
(ii) n has at least 3 adjacent edges in G.

Intuitively, the condition on ssn encourages merging on
nodes already well-connected to seeds. We denote by dn
the number of G edges adjacent to n; it can be computed
and stored before evaluating any query. The condition on dn
focuses the “protection against ESP” to MERGE trees rooted
in nodes where such protection is likely to be most useful:
specifically, those where 3 or more rooted paths can meet
(see Lemma IV.1 below). GROW and MERGE apply on trees
“spared” in this way with no restriction.

Clearly, LESP creates all the trees built by ESP, and may
create more. In particular, reconsider the graph in Fig. 5, the
associated seed sets, and the execution steps we traced in
Sec. IV-E. At step (2), ssx is initialized with 010 (there is
a path from B to x). At step (4), when A-1-x is built, ssx
becomes 110; since

∑
(ssx) = 2, the tree A-1-x-2-B is pruned.

However, at step (6), when C-3-x is built, ssx becomes 111,
which, together with dx = 3, spares its MERGE result A-1-x-
3-C (despite the presence of several trees with the same edges).
In turn, this merges immediately with B-2-x into a result.

We formalize the guarantees of LESP as follows.

Definition IV.7 ((u, n) rooted merge). For an integer u ≥ 3
and non-seed node n, the (u, n) rooted merge is the rooted
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tree resulting from merging a set of u (n, si) rooted paths, for
some seeds s1, . . . , su.

It follows from the (MERGE2) pre-condition (Sec. IV-B)
that in an (u, n) rooted merge, each si is from a different
seed set. Further, it follows from the definition of an (n, si)-
rooted path, that in a (u, n) rooted merge, all seeds are leaves.
In other words, a (u, n) rooted merge is a u-simple edge set.

Lemma IV.1. Any (3, n) rooted merge is guaranteed to be
found by LESP.

Property 6. For any integer u ≥ 3 and non-seed node n, any
(u, n) rooted merge is guaranteed to be found by LESP.

For ≥4 seed sets, LESP may miss results that are not (u, n)
rooted merges. For instance, consider the following execution
order for S=({A}, {B}, {C}, {D}) on the graph in Fig. 5:

1) From A, B, C, D, GROW builds: A–1, B–2, C-3, D-4.
2) GROW builds B–2-1, merging with A-1 into A-1–2-B.
3) GROW builds C-3-4, merging with D-4 into C-3-4-D.
4) GROW builds: A-1-2; B–2-x which cannot merge with

B-2 due to A-1–2-B, and
∑

(ss2)=2; D-4-3 which can-
not merge with C-3 as C-3-4-D exists, and

∑
(ss3)=2.

5) C-3-x merges with B–2-x to build B–2-x-3-C.
6) C-3-x-2 merges with: A-1-2, leading to C-3-x-2-1-A;

and B–2, leading to C-3-x-2-B.
7) Similarly, B-2-x-3, aggressively merges with C-3, lead-

ing to B-2-x-3-C, and D-4-3, leading to B-2-x-3-4-D.
8) Progressing similarly, we can only merge at most 3

rooted paths, in nodes 2, x or 3. We cannot merge with
a path leading to the 4th seed, because the trees with the
edge sets A-1-2-B and C-3-4-D, built at (2), (3) above,
are not rooted in 2 nor 3, respectively, and these are the
only nodes satisfying the LESP condition that “spares”
some MERGE trees.

G. MoLESP algorithm

Our last algorithm, called MOLESP, is a GAM variant with
ESP and both the modifications of MoESP (which injects more
trees) and LESP (which avoids ESP pruning for some MERGE
trees). Clearly, MOLESP finds all the trees found by MoESP
and LESP. Further:

Property 7 (MoLESP finds all 3ps results). MoLESP is guar-
anteed to find all the 3-piecewise simple results.

As an important consequence:

Property 8. MoLESP is complete for m ≤ 3 seed sets.
Our strongest completeness result is:

Property 9 (Restricted MOLESP completeness). For any CTP
of m ≥ 1 seeds, MOLESP finds any result t, such that: each
edge set es ∈ θ(t) is a (u, n)-rooted merge (Def. IV.7), for
some integer 1 ≤ u ≤ m and non-seed node n in es.

For example, in Fig. 6, with the six seeds A to F , the result
is guaranteed by MOLESP. Depending on the exploration
order, MOESP and LESP may not find it.

Algorithm 3: Procedure RECORDFORMERGE(tree t)
1 Add t to TreesRootedIn[t.root];
2 for n ∈ (nodes(t) ∩ ∪i(Si)) do
3 Copy t into a new tree t′, rooted at n, with provenance

MO(t, n);
4 Add t′ to TreesRootedIn[n];
5 MERGEALL(t′);
6 end

Algorithm 4: Procedure ISNEW(tree t)
1 if t /∈ Hist then
2 return true;
3 end
4 if Σ(sst.root) ≥ 3 and dt.root ≥ 3 then
5 if t /∈ TreesRootedIn[t.root] then
6 return true;
7 end
8 end
9 return false;

MoLESP algorithm Algorithms 1 to 5, together, implement
MoLESP. They share global variables whose names start with
an uppercase: Res,PrioQ, Hist (the search history), and
TreesRootedIn (to store the trees by their roots); the latter
is used to find MERGE candidates fast. Variables with lower-
case names are local to each algorithm. PROCESSTREE feeds
the priority queue with (tree, edge) pairs at line 11. RECORD-
FORMERGE injects the extra MoESP trees (Sec. IV-E) at lines
2 to 4. ISNEW implements limited edge-set pruning based on
the history, and the two conditions that can “spare” a tree
from pruning (Sec. IV-F). MERGEALL implements aggressive
merging; by calling PROCESSTREE on each new MERGE
result, through RECORDFORMERGE, the result is available in
the future iterations of MERGEALL.
H. CTP evaluation with restrictors and score function

We now briefly explain how various restrictors (Sec. II) can
be inserted in the above algorithms. UNI-directional search is
enforced by adding pre-conditions to GROW and MERGE, to
ensure we only create the desired provenances. To enforce
(LABEL a1, a2, . . .), we only add in the queue (line 11 in
PROCESSTREE), (tree, edge) pairs where the edge has an
allowed label. TIMEOUT T is checked after each newly found
rooted tree and within each algorithm’s main loop.

For SCORE σ [TOP k], the score σ is evaluated either on
each new result, or after all results are found, e.g., for the
scores in [25], [26]. For any given score σ, we may favor
(with guarantees, or just heuristically) the early production
of higher-score results, by appropriately chosing the priority
queue order; this allows search to finish faster. Any order can
be chosen in conjunction with MOLESP, since its complete-
ness guarantees are independent of the exploration order.
I. Handling very large seed sets

Our CTP evaluation algorithms build INIT trees for each
seed. This has two risks: (i) when some seed sets are N (all
graph nodes), exploring them may be unfeasible; (ii) one or
more seed sets may be very large subsets of N, e.g., orders
of magnitude larger than the other seed sets. To handle (i),
assuming other seed sets are smaller, we only start exploring
(INIT, GROW etc.) from the other (smaller) seed sets; any
encountered node is acceptable as a match for the N seed
set(s). To handle (ii), inspired by [7], we use multiple priority



Algorithm 5: Procedure MERGEALL(tree t)
1 toBeMerged← {t};
2 while toBeMerged ̸= ∅ do
3 currentTrees← toBeMerged; toBeMerged← ∅;
4 for t′ ∈ currentTrees do
5 mergePartners← TreesRootedIn[t′.root];
6 for tp ∈mergePartners do
7 if sat(t′)∩ sat(tp)= ∅ and t′ ∩ tp = {t′.root} then
8 t′′ ←MERGE (t′, tp);
9 if ISNEW(t′′) then

10 Add t′′ to toBeMerged;
11 PROCESSTREE(t′′);
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 end

queues, one for each subset of the seed sets, and GROW at
any point from the queue having the fewest (tree, edge) pairs.
Thus, exploration initially focuses on the neighborhood of the
smaller seed sets, and hopefully encounters INIT trees from
the large seed sets, leading to results.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We compare CTP evaluation algorithms, then consider sys-
tems capable, to some extent, to evaluate extended queries.
A. Software and hardware setup

We implemented a parser and a query compiler for EQs
(Sec. II), and all the CTP evaluation algorithms from Sec. IV,
in Java 11. Our graphs are stored graph(id,source, edgeLabel,
target) table within PostgreSQL 12.4; we delegate to Postgres
the GP evaluation, and joining the result with CTP trees
(Sec. II). When comparing CTP evaluation algorithms with
in-memory competitors, we also load the graph in memory.

We ran our experiments on a server with 2x10-core Intel
Xeon E5-2640 CPUs @ 2.4GHz, with 128-GB DRAM. Every
execution point is averaged over 3 executions.
B. Baselines
Complete CTP evaluation algorithms We use the algorithms
GAM, BFT, BFT-M and BFT-AM as they are the only
complete ones, in the sense introduced in Sec. I.
Recent, incomplete CTP algorithms To study how our
algorithms compare with incomplete GSTP approximation
(graph keyword search) algorithms, we considered the most
recent ones: QGSTP [13] and LANCET [14], each leveraging
a specific cost function. LANCET relies on DPBF [9] to find
an initial result, which it then improves. QGSTP strongly
outperforms DPBF [13]; thus we use QGSTP as a baseline.
It runs in polynomial time in the size of the graph, and by
design, returns only one result; we used the authors’ code.
Graph query engines Our first two baselines only support
checking, but not returning unbounded-length, unidirectional
paths whose edge labels match a regular expression that
users must provide. Specifically, we use Virtuoso Open-
Source v7.2.6 to evaluate SPARQL 1.1 property path queries.
Internally, Virtuoso translates an incoming SPARQL query
into an SQL dialect (accessible via the built-in function
sparql_to_sql_text()) before executing it. Our second
baseline, named Virtuoso-SQL, consists of editing these SQL-
like queries to remove label constraints and thus query the
graph for connectivity between nodes. However, Virtuoso’s
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Fig. 7: Synthetic graphs: Comb(3, 1, 2, 3) at the left, Star(4, 2)
at the top right, and Line(3, 1) at the bottom right.

SQL dialect disables returning the nodes and edge labels along
the paths (whereas standard recursive SQL allows it).

Our next three baselines also allow returning paths.
JEDI [18] returns all data paths matching a SPARQL property
path; we use the authors’ code. Neo4j supports Cypher queries
asking for all directed or undirected paths between two sets
of nodes. Finally, we used recursive queries in Postgres v12.4
to return the label on paths between node pairs.
C. Datasets and queries

We experiment on real-life as well as synthetic graphs,
aiming to (i) control the parameters impacting the performance
of our algorithms and (ii) compare with our baselines.
To compare CTP evaluation algorithms, we generate three
sets of parameterized graphs and associated CTPs (Fig. 7). The
seeds are labeled A,B, . . . ,H , non-seed nodes are labeled 1, 2
etc.; each seed set is of size 1. Line(m,nL) contains m seeds,
each connected to the next/previous seed by nL intermedi-
ary nodes, using sL=nL+1 edges. Comb(nA, nS, sL, dB)
consists of a line, from which a lateral segment (called
bristle) exits each seed. There are nA bristles, each made of
nS segments (a segment ends in another seed); each bristle
segment has sL edges, and there are dB nodes in the main
line between two successive bristles. The number of seeds is
m=nA·(nS+1). Star(m, sL) has a central node connected to
each of the m seeds by a line of sL edges.

On each Line, Comb, and Star graph, we run a CTP defined
by the m seeds, having 1 result. On Line and Comb, the result
is 2ps (Def. IV.6), while on Star, it is a (u, n) rooted merge
(Def. IV.7). Thus, by Prop. 9, MoLESP guarantees them.

The Line graphs minimize the number of subtrees for a
given number of edges and seeds: there are O((m·nL)2)
subtrees, and O((m·nL)3) rooted trees. On Star, there are
O(2m·sL2) subtrees, and O(2m·sL3) rooted trees. In Comb
and Line graphs, MoESP trees (Sec. IV-E) are part of results.

We also generated Barabasi-Albert (BA) graphs [27] of
200 to 1000 edges. In these graphs, we start with a connected
core of 3 nodes; each extra node adds an edge using preferen-
tial attachment. Seed nodes are chosen at random. As Table II
shows, the random, dense connections of BA graphs yield up
to 20.522 results in a 200-edges graph.
To study the evaluation of our extended query language,
we generate parameterized Connected Dense Forest (CDF)
graphs (see Fig. 8). Each graph has a top forest, and a bottom
forest; each of these is a set of NT complete binary trees of
depth 3. Links connect leaves from the top and bottom forests.
We generate CDFs for m∈{2,3}: when m=2, chains of edges
connect a top leaf to a bottom one; when m=3, a Y-shaped
connection goes from a top-forest leaf, to two bottom-forest
ones. A CDF graph contains NL links, each made of SL edges.
Only top leaves that are targets of “c” edges can participate
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Fig. 8: CDF graphs generated with m=2, SL=2 (left), and with
m=3, SL = 3 (right).

to links, and we concentrate the links on 50% of them (the
others have no links). When m=2, only 50% of the bottom
forest leaves that are targets of “g” edges can participate; when
m=3, 50% of all the bottom forest leaf can participate. The
links are uniformly distributed across the eligible leaves.

On CDF graphs with m=2, we run the query MATCH (x)
−[e1: c]→ (tl), (v) −[e2: g]→ (bl), (tl, bl, l) whose two GPs
bind tl, respectively, bl to leaves from the top and bottom
forest, while its CTP asks for all the paths between each
pair of such leaves. On graphs with m=3, we run MATCH

(x) −[e1: c]→ (tl), (v) −[e2: g]→ (bl1), (v) −[e3: h]→ (bl2),
(tl, bl1, bl2, l) requiring connecting trees between tl, bl1 and
bl2. Each CDF query has NL results, one for each link. The
CDF graphs support both the structured and unstructured parts
of our queries, while controlling the number of results.
Real-world graphs To compare with JEDI [18] and
QGSTP [13], we reused their datasets (a 6M edges subset of
YAGO3, and a 18M edges subset of DBPedia), and queries.
D. CTP evaluation algorithms

1) Complete (baseline) algorithms: We start by comparing
the algorithms without any pruning: BFT, GAM, BFT-M and
BFT-AM, on Line, Comb and Star graphs of increasing size.
We used a TIMEOUT T of 10 minutes. In all experiments
with GAM and all its variants, our exploration order
(queue priority) favors the smallest trees, and breaks ties
arbitrarily. Fig. 9 depicts the algorithm running time; colors
indicate the number of seed sets, while line patterns indicate
the algorithm. Missing points (or curves) denote algorithms
that timed out. Note the logarithmic y axes.

Across these plots, BFT-M performs worse than BFT-
AM. On Line graphs, the difference is a factor 2× for m = 3
and up to 100× for m = 10. On the Comb and Star graphs,
BFT-M times out on the larger graphs and queries. BFT-AM
takes even more than BFT-M, by a factor of 15×, thus more
executions timed out. GAM is much faster and completes
execution in all cases. The reason, as explained in Sec. IV-A,
is that breadth-first algorithms waste effort by minimizing
results, and may find a tree in even more different ways than
GAM, since they grow from any node. Thus, we exclude
breadth-first algorithms from the subsequent comparisons.

2) GAM algorithm variants: We now compare GAM with
our proposed ESP, MOESP, LESP and MOLESP.

Fig. 9 shows the algorithm running times on Line, Comb
and Star graphs; in all but Fig. 9d, the y axis is logarithmic.

m |E| = 200 |E| = 400 |E| = 600 |E| = 800 |E| = 1000

2 38 42 43 43 43
3 833 638 903 778 972
4 20522 16638 15653 21473 17942

TABLE II: Number of results in Barabasi-Albert graphs.
On Line and Comb graphs, ESP and LESP failed to find
results due to edge set pruning, as explained in Sec. IV-D,
thus the corresponding curves are missing.

The plots show, first, that edge set pruning significantly
reduces the running time: MOLESP is faster than GAM by
1.3× (Line graphs) up to 15× (Comb graphs, nA=6, m=18).
Second, on the Star graphs, where LESP (Sec. IV-F) applies,
the performance difference between MOESP and MOLESP
is small. This shows that the extra cost incurred by LESP
and MOLESP, which limit or compensate for edge-set
pruning (by injecting more trees), is worth paying for the
completeness guarantees of MOLESP.

Next, we compare these algorithms on our Barabasi-Albert
graphs with T=25 minutes. For m=4, GAM timed out on
even the smallest graph; all our proposed algorithms ran till
completion. We report the algorithm running time until the
last result is found (Tl) in Fig. 10a; Fig. 10b shows the
number of provenances built by each algorithm (logarithmic
y axis). Curves are non-monotonous due to variations in the
randomly generated graphs. Fig. 10c plots the algorithm recall
(fraction of results found), and Fig. 10d their throughput
(results/running time). For m=2, all the variants have a full
recall (ESP itself is complete, by Prop. 3). For m>2, the
incomplete algorithms run faster than MOLESP but do not
have a perfect recall, thus they also build less provenances.
MOLESP is at least 2× faster than GAM, with a perfect recall
(even for m=4, where MOLESP may be incomplete), and it
builds about 5× less provenances; this shows the interest of
MOLESP pruning. MOESP has the highest throughput and
finds more than 80% of the results; LESP has the lowest
throughput with a recall of less than 0.2. For the largest graph,
we also plot the number of results found, against the running
time, for m=3 (Fig. 10e) and m=4 (Fig. 10f). MOLESP finds
the results in about half the time as GAM; for the initial results,
it closely follows MOESP. LESP takes longer in order to
find its (incomplete) results. MOLESP has the advantage of
MOESP and thus, a higher throughput and faster result finding
than GAM; it is also pulled-down by LESP which is essential
in order to guarantee completeness. Overall, MOLESP is
the best complete algorithm; among the incomplete ones,
MOESP has the best throughput and recall.

3) Comparison with QGSTP on real-world data: We now
compare our best algorithm, MOLESP, with GAM and
QGSTP [13] on the 18M edges DBPedia dataset and 312 CTPs
used in their evaluation. Among these, 83 CTPs (respectively,
98, 85, 38, 8) have 2 (respectively, 3, 4, 5, 6) seed sets. To
align with QGSTP, we added a UNI restrictor (unidirectional
exploration only), and ANY 1 selector to find just one result.
Each QGSTP returned result is such that Prop. 9 ensures
MOLESP finds it. Fig. 11a shows the average runtimes
grouped by m. GAM is faster than QGSTP for m≤5, but
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Fig. 9: Comparison of complete CTP evaluation baselines (top) and GAM variants (below) on synthetic benchmarks.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of GAM variants on Barabasi-Albert benchmarks.

timed-out for the 8 CTPs with m=6. MOLESP is about 6-
7× faster than QGSTP for all m values, and scales well as
m increases. Thus, MOLESP is competitive also on large
real-world graphs and queries.

E. Extended query (EQ) evaluation
1) Synthetic queries on CDF benchmark: We now compare

our EQ evaluation system with the closest graph query evalu-
ation baselines, on our CDF graphs (Sec. V-C) generated with
m∈{2,3}, SL∈{3,6}, 18K to 2.4M edges, leading to 2K up to
200K results (NL), respectively. We used T=15 minutes. As
explained in Sec. III, the paths returned by the baselines, which
we stitch for m=3, semantically differ from CTP results; the
baselines’ reported time do not include the time to minimize
nor deduplicate their results.

For m=2, Fig. 11b shows that all systems scale linearly in
the input size (note the logarithmic time axis). For each system,
the lower curve is on graphs with SL=3, while the upper curve
is on graphs with SL=6 (these curves go farther at right). All
missing points correspond to time-out. JEDI succeeded only on
the smallest graph, Neo4j timed-out on all. Virtuoso-SPARQL
is the fastest, closely followed by Virtuoso-SQL; they are both
unidirectional, require the edge labels, and do not return paths.
Unidirectional MOLESP is slower by approximately 3× only.
JEDI is slower than MOLESP by 102× on the smallest graph,
and timed-out on the others. Postgres is faster than JEDI, yet
at least 10× slower than MOLESP. MOLESP is the only
feasible bidirectional algorithm; it completes in less than 2
minutes on the largest graph with 2.4M edges.
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Fig. 11: Comparison with state-of-the-art systems.

Query JEDI MOLESP Virtuoso Neo4j
J1: 3 GPs, 2 CTPs 3.9 1.9 0.2 TIMEOUT
J2: 2 GPs, 1 CTP,
large seed set

0.9 1 OOM TIMEOUT

J3: 1 CTP, N seed set 0.75 2.3 OOM 1.27

TABLE III: Query evaluation times (seconds) on YAGO3.

Fig. 11c shows similar results for m=3. Postgres timed-
out in all cases. Virtuoso-SPARQL is 7× faster than
Virtuoso-SQL; both return non-minimal, duplicate results.
UNI-MOLESP outperforms every system. Note that the bidi-
rectional MOLESP found about 7× more results than the NL

expected ones, by also connecting bottom leaves without a
common parent through their grandparent node; these results
are filtered by the join between the GPs and the CTP (Sec. II).
Despite the much larger search space due to bidirectionality,
MOLESP scales well with the size of the graph and the cost
of adding CTP to graph query engines is minimal.

2) Comparison with JEDI on real-world data: JEDI [18]
used a set of (unidirectional, label-constrained) SPARQL 1.1
queries over YAGO3. Table III shows the queries’ character-
istics. We compare MOLESP similarly restricted (UNI and
LABEL), on these queries, with JEDI, Virtuoso and Neo4j
(Postgres timed-out on all). Query J2 has one very large
seed set, while query J3 has a N seed set. On queries J2
and J3, MOLESP timed out. Thus, we applied the optimiza-
tions described in Sec. IV-I, which enabled it to perform as
shown. Virtuoso-SPARQL completed query J1, then ran out
of memory. Compared with JEDI, our query evaluation engine
is 2× faster on J1, close on J2, and around 3× slower on J3.
MOLESP took around 30% of the total time, the rest being
spent by Postgres in the GP evaluation and final joins.

This shows that the optimizations described in Sec. IV-I
make MOLESP robust also to large seed sets.

VI. RELATED WORK

We focused on integrating connecting tree patterns (CTPs)
into GPML [1], for which no parser or implementation is
yet available [28]. Searching for connecting trees is not
currently supported in any graph language. As outlined in
Sec. III, languages such as SPARQL allow checking for
paths connecting given nodes, but not returning them; others,
including G-CORE [19], GPML, and Neo4j’s Cypher return
paths, however, the latter does not scale (Sec. V-E1). RPQProv

[29] uses recursive SQL to return path labels; JEDI [18],
[30] returns unidirectional paths (only). Many works focus
on finding label-constrained paths between nodes [31]–[45],
typically by using precomputed indexes or sketches. In our
CTP evaluation algorithm, an index could be integrated by
“reading from it” subtrees on which to GROW and MERGE.
Going beyond paths, CTPs find trees connecting an arbitrary
number of seed sets (m≥3), traversing edges in any direction,
independent of a scoring function; we guarantee completeness
for m≤3 and finding a large set of results for arbitrary m.
Path stitching leads to different results, which may require
deduplication and minimization (Sec. III).

CTP evaluation is directly related to keyword search in
(semi-)structured data; good surveys are [11], [12], [46]. The
prior studies differ from ours: (i) [10], [47]–[55] are schema-
dependent; (ii) [54], [56]–[58] assume available a compact
summary of the graph; (iii) [7], [9], [23], [59] depend heavily
on their score functions for pruning the search, particularly
to approximate the best result [9], [59], [60] or return only
top-k results [5], [8], [23], [49], [61]; (iv) [5], [6], [10], [23],
[47], [62] are only unidirectional. For these reasons, they fail
to meet our requirements (R2) to (R5) as outlined in Sec. I.
MOLESP brings new, orthogonal, optimizations, and novel
guarantees to the multi-threaded, C++ version [4] of GAM.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced CTPs, a new primitive for unstructured
search in graphs, and showed how to integrate it within a
graph query language such as GPML. We proposed novel
algorithms which enumerate CTP results fully independently
of a score function used to rank the CTP result trees. Some
of our algorithms are guaranteed to find all results, but risk
a high computational cost; others guarantee all results for at
most 3 seed sets, or all results of certain shapes. MOLESP
has the best trade-off between completeness and efficiency; our
evaluation against the state-of-the-art systems demonstrates its
performance. As part of our future work, we optimise the eval-
uation of multiple (batched) CTPs by sharing computations.

An intrinsic limitation of CTP (and EQ) evaluation is the
potential search space explosion, when allowing edges in
any direction, and/or when querying large, highly connected
graphs. In such cases, depending on the user needs, a search
method guaranteeing some answers, qualified wrt a specific
cost metric, e.g., [13], [14], could be preferred.
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